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          The beginning of the year is a great opportunity to sum up 

what we have accomplished (or not) in the past twelve months. 

Many people make resolutions, or even draft plans for the 

following months. While it's good to know what you want to 

achieve, it’s worth remembering that our lives are also the result 

of plans and spontaneous activities of all the people around us. 

Sometimes it is also of those that we meet suddenly and 

completely by accident.

 

WAB was not part of any resolution in 2018. However, almost 

exactly a year ago there were certain circumstances that led us 

to the place where we are now. An inspiring post on Instagram. 

Some online conversations. Circumstances that were identified 

as a challenge, a chance for development and a step forward. 

And then those four days in Manchester, which changed 

everything. Just like Alice venturing into Wonderland, we knew 

nothing would be the same. Only then the idea for the magazine 

came up and the choice of the best possible person to cooperate 

with. Next came brainstorming, formulating our mission and 

establishing the editorial team. It turned out that the kindness of 

the community exceeded our wildest expectations. We've 

gathered a group of amazing people who share their experiences 

and support the development of the magazine. For you! And the 

best part is that they are still joining us!

 

In the third issue, we welcome aboard Ola, who takes over the 

"Skates in the City" column and Hulk, who together with Sam 

prepared an incredibly interesting piece about Short Track roller

derby - an alternative for smaller and newer teams. We also 

introduce Paulina Holtz, who will tell you about her adventure 

in Barcelona (  which includes roller skates, of course). 

Martyna from Krakow, also writing for the first time for 

WAB, will talk about her impressions from the boot camp 

organized by Rainy City. We also recommend other materials, 

ie photoreportage from the Slavic / Baltic Sevens 

Tournament, organized jointly by Warsaw Hellcats Roller 

Girls and Warsaw Hellbadgers Officials Squad, the combined 

interview with zebras and flamingos from Poland and Russia, 

and long-awaited questions and answers in "Ask Molly". In 

our regular columns, Claire, Liz and Rita have prepared a lot 

of enticing pieces for you: fitness, derby stance, penalties 

and… wings. Sound interesting? Alisa, in addition to the 

reports from two November bouts in Prague, has some 

psychological advice that you can use on the track, and finally 

Marko will summarize his entire last year, paying special 

attention to Champs. In "Derby Art", this time photography, 

Vulgar Ver from Poznań is presenting her fine works.

 

What will 2019 bring? We do not know yet, but we can assure 

you that our heads are full of ideas. We believe that we will be 

able to surprise you time and time again. One thing that won’t 

change is our repeated request: write to us! We value every 

opinion; we are grateful each kind word and each critical 

remark. We develop, learn from mistakes and want every 

subsequent issue to be more interesting than the one before. 

We count on your cooperation. See you in the spring!
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Started derby in 2015 with Warsaw Hellcats 

Roller Girls. Intimidated by the roller derby 

options, she undertook all roles: player, NSO, SO, 

LUM, announcer, volunteer, raffle prizes maker, 

unicorn and flamingo muffin baker. Now she 

thinks she knows enough to share things with 

others. Her other love are cats and coffee. And 

chocolate.

Tom Malko
Sports photographer who specializes in roller derby 

and obstacle races. Father of three children, 

husband of one wife, vegetarian living also with 

dog and cat. Tom discovered roller derby only four 

years ago and felt in love with this sport, he 

abandoned shooting models in favor of skaters.

Rita Skater

Roller derby photographer since 2010. Seen the 

evolution of derby during all these years through 

the after parties, games, tournaments, skaters, 

volunteers and the amazing people involved in it. 

Even if the engine has got a lot of derby mileage, 

still gets energized by this amazing sports. Home 

team since beginning has been Helsinki Roller 

Derby, but been insanely lucky to be a team 

photographer for other great teams too. Other 

interests - books, music, food, all things about 

space and Lego's

Marko Niemelä

Liz Frizzle First met Rita Skater and agreed to be an 

announcer... without fully understanding the 

sport. Never looked back and is now a freshie 

skater with the Warsaw Hellcats Roller Girls as 

well as an NSO for the Warsaw Hellbadgers 

Official Squad. A teacher by profession, Liz is a 

huge nerd who loves learning everything about 

derby and hopes her experiences will make it 

easier for others.

What A Bout: Us
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Sam Skipsey Roller Derby photographer, videographer, fan, 

writer and statistician since 2010; Sam discovered 

Roller Derby just in time for the build up to the 

first RDWC, and stayed around long enough to 

help plan and organise the third one so far. Editor 

of the Scottish Roller Derby Blog, dedicated to 

promoting all parts of the sport, from Patagonia 

through to the Pohjola. Very reliant on Google 

Translate!

Claire SempleStarted skating with Dundee Roller Derby in 2012. 

Skating for Team Scotland for the RDWC 2018. 

Team therapist in Power of Scotland Men's Roller 

Derby on three World Cups. College lecturer 

teaching health, fitness and nutrition as well as 

physiology. Sport therapist in her own clinic, 

Semple Sport Therapies. Busy but happy to have 

jobs where she can combine things she loves, sport, 

fitness and science. 

British / Ukrainian but after living in many 

countries she settled in Prague. The reason why she 

is here longer than anywhere else is because she 

joined Hard Breaking Dolls. Not just a roller derby 

team, but also a sisterhood that she loves with all 

her heart! Alisa wrote articles for the music zines 

in the past, but as RD is slowly taking over her life, 

she thought she'd give it a go with WAB. Also a 

big fan of horror cinema, music, and ramp skating. 

She's vegan and has 2 beautiful cats. 

Moan Alisa

Co-captain of White Night Furies, Saint-

Petersburg; league manager and coach. Founder of 

Team Russia. Love roller derby (of course), strong 

women, chilling and travelling with her team. 

Hulk wants to bring roller derby to her whole 

country and make more safe spaces for women 

here.

Hulk

Founder and team captain of Krakow’s Smokin’ 

Wheels. Along with roller derby, I’m taking my first 

steps at the skatepark.  Fun fact about me: I play the 

violin and my next challenge is to learn how to play 

the violin and roller skate at the same time (I saw 

one chick on youtube doing so).

Mia f’Lawless

Medicine student trying to combine her studies 

and passion for roller derby and skating in general. 

Former couch potato, started skating almost two 

years ago and felt in love with this amazing sport. 

Currently skating with and managing Gdańsk 

Chrome Sirens Roller Derby League. Hobbies 

include discovering new places, watching movies, 

dogspotting and sleeping.

Med-Life Crisis

Paulina Holtz
Actress and athlete. She performs on the stage of 

theaters and in a popular tv series. Activity is her 

middle name. Paulina has been involved in sports 

since childhood. She runs marathons, trains yoga, 

she is a kettlebels trainer, and a few years ago a 

part of her heart was also stolen by roller skates.



Skates in the city

Protective gear… for some, they’re essential components of skate adventures, for 

others they’re just unnecessary accessories. Do we really need them that much? In 

What A Bout, we’re very serious about safety. We’ll try to assure you about 

choosing your first and next protective gear and share our advice how to take care 

of them to keep them fresh and fragrant for a long time.

         by Med-Life Crisis (Ola Kałużna)                                     photos by TomMalko

   In sports shops and skate shops, we’ll find many types of 

protective gear intended for different sport disciplines. For 

skaters, the most important are obviously knee pads, along 

with elbow pads and wrist guards. Apart from that, roller 

derby skaters must also wear a mouthguard, and some 

additionally use other types of protective clothing, like shin 

guards or crash pants. With so many options it’s easy to feel 

a little lost. Today we’re focusing on the most basic 

protective gear that every skater needs, no matter if a 

beginner or an advanced one.

 

Why do you need protective gear at all?

 

You need to remember one thing: falling is an inherent part 

of roller skating. For those of us who started their skating 

adventure in roller derby, it’s no surprise at all, but for those 
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What you need to know about protective gear

Safety first  

more inspired by artistic skating it may not have been so 

obvious. Wearing gear is no dishonor - if Lady Trample or 

Bomba Hache take no shame in wearing their knee pads, then 

neither should you. Don’t be fooled by those music videos or 

artistic skating competitions - even professional skaters, who 

train only in high quality venues, use protective gear while 

practising new skills. If you don’t fall, you don’t learn and 

you need to practise the right ways of falling so you don’t 

hurt yourself.

 

So why is wearing safety gear worth it?

 

First reason - the prime and also most obvious one - it 

protects you from severe injuries, but also from pesky 

concrete rash that can discourage you from skating for a few 

days. Let’s not kid ourselves, roller skating can be pretty 



Skates in the city
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 as you can easily guess, they’re going to get the bone the most.

 

It’s a good idea to look into the intended use of the pads you’re 

considering - some are recommended for roller derby, others 

are made especially for park skating. Don’t worry - of course 

it’s only a clue, not a definitive instruction.

 

Safety gear can differ from each other by e.g. plastic shell, 

thickness of padding, ways of strapping. The choice is mostly 

personal but it’s important to have in mind what you’ll be 

doing with your pads. For roller derby or park skating you 

should rather choose thick pads with a large plastic shell, with 

wide Velcro and strong straps and additional piece of elastic 

cloth in the back (e.g. Pro-Tec, Ennui, S1, 187 Killer Pads). 

They provide safe and painless falls and slide easily on ramps 

or flat ground. On the other hand, for artistic skating, skaters 

mostly choose soft knee protection that harden against the 

ground (like G-Form or Ennui Shock Sleeve). Many skaters 

who mostly skate outside choose gear intended for inline 

skaters (e.g. Powerslide, Atom), that has smaller shells and is 

more lightweight and more comfortable, but might not bear 

multiple forceful falls.

 

If you are a total beginner just trying roller skating for the first 

time and don’t have a large budget - consider buying a gear set 

from a sports shop. Just remember that as your skills progress, 

your speed and force of falls will also increase, so you’ll 

eventually need tougher gear.

dangerous, especially park skating or roller derby. When 

you’re only a beginner, many things on your way can cause the 

loss of stability - even a small rock or a crack in the pavement - 

and there are many things you can’t predict, even if you’re 

really advanced (like collision with a cyclist, a dog that runs 

straight under your wheels etc.).

 

Wearing protective gear allows you to decrease the natural fear 

of falling down, enabling an easier way of learning how to fall 

safely. When you know that the fall won’t hurt you, it’s much 

easier to take a knee and it’s a lot more pleasant than trying to 

maintain stability no matter what and ending up hurting your 

coccygeal bone or spraining a knee. It gives you confidence to 

try new things!

Apart from that, gear with more padding enforces the right 

knee position, provoking their bending for greater comfort.

 

Choosing the perfect protective gear

 

Does ideal protective gear even exist? It doesn’t but you may 

choose the best option for your own needs. What should you 

consider while shopping?

 

You need to ask yourself: “what will I be doing in my 

protective gear?” and “what is my budget?”. 

 

Undoubtedly, the choice of knee pads will be the most crucial -



Skates in the city
How to take care of your gear?

 

After each time you use your pads, let them dry. It’s best to 

dry them outside in the sun during summer - it kills the 

bacteria. You can use professional textile fresheners or DIY 

ones - just put some baking soda to a pouch made of fabric 

together with a natural perfume like lavender and put it inside 
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Remember that #safetyissexy :)

one of your padsduring drying. Remember about washing 

your gear from time to time (either manually or in the washing 

machine) and air dry them. Never use a tumble-dryer!

 

We hope that now you have every bit of information that you 

may need to buy your first set of protective gear. They’ll look 

great with your brand new skates.



We were there!

The Slavic / Baltic Sevens Tournament was the largest roller 

derby event organized so far in both Poland as well as this 

part of Europe. This event was a direct continuation of two 

events organized by Warsaw Hellcats Roller Girls in 2017: 

the Warsaw Tournament of Sevens and the Slavic Triple 

Header. This time, however, the Hellcats along with the 

Warsaw Hellbadgers Officials Squad went a step further to 

make an even bigger tournament full of additional countries 

by Tom Malko                        photos: Tom Malko / Paulina Bartosińska / @taimons

and attractions. This was also the roller derby event where 

What a Bout! made its first official appearance as a 

magazine. We had our own stand, where the printed version 

of the magazine, stickers and delicious cake were waiting for 

anyone interested. Next to us, our colleagues from Bladeville 

Warsaw, a local shop with rollerblades and quads, had a stand 

as well. There you could buy some spare parts for roller 

skates, protective gear or even the Jade and Onyx quad 

9

Slavic / Baltic Sevens Tournament

 photo @taimons photo @taimons



We were there!

surprised everyone at the Sports Center in Wilanów and 

allowed the team to emerge as one of the higher ranking 

teams. Worst Warsaw Derby Team, with a few skaters from 

Poznań and Wrocław, finished second. "Worst" won their 

group and only in the final bout did they have to acknowledge 

the superiority of Team Czech. (Interestingly, the 

collaborative effort between Worst and supporting skaters 

from other teams proved so successful in Warsaw that the 

team flew to Bologna with a very similar squad, where they 

defeated two Italian teams in a fine triple header.)

 

Fourth place was taken by the skaters from Vratislavia Mad 

Chicks, where several evenly matched games brought them 

close to earning an even higher ranking spot. They put their 

heart into their games and impressed the audience with their 

performance. The fifth place went to the hosts, WHRG, whose 

models from Chaya Skates, all at discount prices. Together 

with Bladville, we also organized a contest with another 

model of Chaya skates as the prize. The winner was 

Weronika, who was unanimously chosen by both WAB and 

Bladeville.

 

Browsing through the rosters that teams announced before the 

tournament, many pegged Team Czech as the favorite to win. 

The team was packed with strong representatives from their 

country, who had valuable experience from the World Cup 

and many other international matches. Czech easily confirmed 

this on the track by dominating their rivals, ultimately winning 

all of their bouts and being declared the undisputed champion 

of the whole tournament. The only team that was a bit more 

challenging for Team Czech was Riga Roller Derby, who took 

third place. The Latvian team’s fearless, competitive style 

10
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roster was quite interesting. A few experienced players, for 

various reasons, could not play so the squad was heavily 

supplemented with freshies. The Hellcats had generally 

dedicated last few months to developing and training the new 

skaters, so the Sevens was the natural culmination of such a 

season. Ingria Rollers, the second team from the league in St. 

Petersburg, took last place. The skaters were spirited and 

worked very hard in each match. However, they also came to 

Warsaw with several fresh skaters, for whom this was the first 

major competition in their career.

 

After the final game of the sevens was completed, the fans 

were treated to an MRDA bout, ie a bout following the rules of 

the Mens Roller Derby Association. Under MRDA regulation, 

women can also be added to lineup and both of the teams took 

advantage of this opportunity. As the host team, we saw Polish 

Men’s Roller Derby Team (PMRD) in their official debut with 

a "real" opponent. Up until this point, the Polish group of 

skaters had only played informal sparring games and 

scrimmages. The first real test of their form and skills was 

against the team from Southern Discomfort Roller Derby, Mild 

Discomfort. The choice of opponent turned out to be very 

ambitious. The guests only allowed newbies to think the 

chances for winning were equal for the first few minutes, after 

which they completely dominated and controlled the game. 

However, this debut was of great value for the PMRD team. 

Their confrontation with the strong and hard-playing skaters 

from England provided them with insight and experience that 

can be directly applied to future training and development.

 

Along with the MRDA game, the organizers had another 

bonus planned for the audience. During the lunch break, the 

fans were able to watch a short demonstration of another sport 

on wheels: wheelchair rugby. For most viewers, this was their 

first opportunity to see wheelchair rugby and learn more about 

this incredible sport.

 The tournament was a big organizational challenge, but the 

Hellcats and Hellbadgers rose to the occasion to produce a 

really great event. The tournament was fast-paced, exciting, 

and fun. What really made this event special was the many 

great skaters, officials, volunteers AND audience members 

who came from all over for this event. The stands were full 

of people, some of whom were watching roller derby for the 

first time in their life. Overall, the participants of the Slavic / 

Baltic Sevens Tournament said they would be happy to come 

to future events in Warsaw. As for WAB, we know we can 

hardly wait for the next event!

photo Paulina Bartosińska



Why did you decide to set up a separate team for officials? 

Why not work with the team or league you’re affiliated with 

as committee?

 

LEMURs: LEMURs are one more team in our league - Saint 

Petersburg roller derby. Now we have four teams - White 

Night Furies and Ingria Rollers are our competitive travel 

teams, Baltic Witches is a recreational “home” team and 

LEMUR is for our referees, NSOs and announcers (we also 

decided not to use terms “A-team”, “B-team” etc., we don’t 

want to show that somebody is stronger or better or 

something like that). So LEMUR is as important as our 

skaters’ teams. We think it’s great that our officials and 

announcers also have their own logo and even T-shirts and a 

flag. When we invite people to join our league, we usually 

say “Hey, look, we have four awesome teams and you can 

join any of them!” And our refs and especially NSOs feel 

themselves a part of the team not just “little helpers”.

 

BADGERS: We are a team unified by shared interests and 

goals: we love derby, we are passionate about officiating and 

developing our skills as officials, and we are invested in 

supporting officials who live/officiate in Poland (specifically 

Warsaw for now). We are connected to the Hellcats Warsaw 

Roller Girls. We are more or less an offshoot of the Hellcats 

team and many of our officials are/were skaters for the team. 

We organize events together and train together. We also 

collaborate with Worst Warsaw Derby Team and have some 

officials from that team as well. We are not fully 

independent, but the name separation does make it easier to 

see whether meetings/materials/etc are more useful for 

skaters or officials. And, as there are many people who only 

want to skate and not officiate and vice versa, the distinction 

is helpful (although both teams get cross-training to make 

them stronger in derby overall). This was more of a process 

than a formal decision.

 

Why did you decide to add another animal to the zebras & 

flamingos pantheon?

 

LEMURs: When we started thinking about the name and the 

logo, we decided that it should be an animal with black and 

The Talk

Known as Hurtrude Stein -  a Riedell Skates sponsored  player of Minnesota 

RollerGirls (nr 21 team in WFTDA ranks) for 8 years now: “I joined on a whim 

and thought I’d play for six months and will find something else to do”In the last issue, we were telling you about different roles that roller derby officials have on the track. Today we want to 

introduce to you real people who maintain  law and order during the games. And that’s why we’ve spoken with 

representatives of two (currently the only two) officials-only teams in Europe: 

 

FireCracker from LAW & ENTERTAINMENT UNITED RUSSIA (LEMUR) - Saint Petersburg Roller Derby league, 

Russia (est. June 2018); Liz Frizzle from WARSAW HELLBADGERS OFFICIALS SQUAD (BADGERS) Warsaw, 

Poland (est. December 2017)

by Rita Skater
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New Animal Justice Leauge in Roller Derby



The Talk
white stripes, but not a zebra. Lemur was the best idea - a fluffy 

funny animal with stripes on its tail! And we also realized that 

this name is rather short and can be an acronym. We wanted it 

to be connected not only with officials but also to our 

announcers, we wanted to show that they are also a very 

important part of our league. We had some ideas how to 

“translate LEMUR” and then we chose - Law and 

Entertainment Management United Russia. Our Refs and NSOs 

represent the Law and our announcers are perfect at 

entertaining. Then one of our teammates drew this amazing 

logo and we immediately put in on the shirts and the flag - the 

world had to see it!

 

BADGERS: The Hellbadgers as a group was established at the 

end of 2017. At this point, NSOs were starting to wear black 

instead of pink. While many officials were discussing what 

kind of animal they wanted for NSOs, we decided to pick an 

animal for our whole group - a nice way to make us all one 

team. I don’t fully remember how we chose Badger, but I am 

sure it was a silly conversation.

 

How many people are part of your team? Who are they?

 

LEMURs: Now we have 36 people in team LEMUR. And it is 

growing every month. Some of them are skaters who also want 

to help with officiating, some of them joined our league to be 

only NSO, referees and announcers. Also right now we have 2 

volunteers who came from speed skating and wanted to be 

NSO's - mother and a daughter Finally have some good friends 

who want to help us from time to time but don’t want to be a 

part of the team .

 

BADGERS: We are still a small crew- but we’ve grown quite 

a bit recently! Ophelia Quinn is the Head Ref and Liz Frizzle is 

the Head NSO and they are responsible for training. Right now, 

we have about three refs and seven NSOs who are active 

members and more who are “on call” for events. It can be 

tricky when your officials are also skaters though!

 

What exactly do you do as a team? And how you do it?

 

LEMURs: Before LEMUR was born we had already translated 

the new edition of WFTDA rules so that every skater, official 

and announcer can read the rules in Russian. We have materials 

for 6 special meetings (around 2,5 hours each) where the 

members of LEMUR explain the rules (3 basic meetings and 

three “advanced” more about officials’ jobs and what they 

should do in difficult situations. It’s still complicated for us 

because we don’t have any experienced officials on the team so 

we always need to ask a lot of questions on Facebook. And 

many officials are always happy to help us.

 

One of our new ways of learning the rules is a “Referee quiz”. 

We translate the WFTDA casebook and post one case on our 

team work group every 3-4 days. Our teammates need to 

answer and on the next day we give the right answer. I think 

it’s very interesting and helps to reinforce the rules a lot!

Now we help our friends from the roller derby team in 

Moscow - Rolleciraptor Derby Moscow to learn the rules and 

share everything we have. We are also going to organise a 

Referee bootcamp and invite some experienced referees from 

Finland to show us some officials’ secrets :) When we’re 

ready with the organisation, you’re always welcome to join it.

 

BADGERS: On a basic level, we try to hold (semi) regular 

meetings for theoretical training and skating officials are 

invited to the Hellcat’s Tuesday open practice. We also try to 

have a scrimmage once a month where the officials and 

skaters can practice together.

As mentioned before, we think it’s important for officials to 

have a better understanding of the sport from the skater’s 

perspective and that skaters experience derby from the 

official’s perspective. During scrimmages, freshies and 

injured/off-skates derby players are strongly encouraged to 

help officiate. There is the written part of the MST, after all, 

and it’s a great way to dissect the sport!
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And how about that “entertainment” part in the LEMUR 

team? :) What are the responsibilities in that part?

 

LEMURs: Our announcers are responsible for the 

“entertainment” part. They also know the rules very well and 

can explain everything what is happening very clearly with 

some funny jokes. :) It really helps the league because 

sometimes we have scrimmages which are open for the 

audience and some of these people don’t understand the game 

at all! So our announcers can give 15 different answers to the 

question. “Where is the ball?!” :)  

 

Do you travel as a team? As we all know it’s not the cheapest 

thing to do. Do you have any support with travels?

 

LEMURs: As officials, we have travelled only with our 

skaters’ teams - White Night Furies and Ingria Rollers. Mostly 

as NSO but sometimes as referees too. Last October we were 

officiating at Ingria Rollers scrimmage against Tartu and Riga 

team. But usually we officiate in Finland. The closest country, 

you know :)). Sometimes LEMURs need to pay less for the trip 

than the skaters. Usually we rent a big bus where every skater 

can sleep before the game (it takes from 6 to 12 hours to get to 

one of the Finnish cities) and we also take our supporters and 

fans with us. So if we have enough people to pay for the bus, 

LEMURs pay a bit less.

 

BADGERS: Many of our members travel as it’s a excellent 

idea to attend other derby events and meet new derby people. 

This is great because we can share what we’ve learned as a 

group and develop Polish officiating as a whole. :) Sometimes 

we do this as a large group, especially if it is something in 

Poland. We will often discuss events we see in Officials’ 

Lounge together and see who is interested. Not everyone has 

the luxury of being able to afford these trips and sadly, we lack 

the finances to fund personal trips. However, many teams will 

offer free accommodation and some travel reimbursement, 

which is often a deciding factor when applying.

 

How can one become part of your team?

 

LEMURs: If you are a skater in our league, you can always 

become a LEMUR! Our warm hugs are always open for you! 

Usually it is interesting for skaters who want to learn the rules 

better (for example newbies, but many experienced skaters as 

well) or you have an injury or are tired of playing (it can 

happen). Also some skaters realize that they like officiating 

more.

In summer 2018 we had our first (but not the last) LEMUR 

Recruiting Day. It was especially for people who don’t want to 

skate for some reasons but to be a referee, NSO or announcer. 

It was the same as for a “usual” recruiting day for skaters. The 

person may know nothing about roller derby and can’t skate at 

all - we teach them how to skate (the only difference from 

skaters “Fresh Meat course” is that this one is without any 

contact) and everything about the rules and officiating that we 

know. We usually promote our recruiting days on social 

networks - Vkontakte (Russian social network like Facebook), 

Instagram, Telegram. It is a long and difficult process (we ask 

administrators of roller- and feminist public to share our post 

about the Recruiting Day) - usually it takes about 3 weeks, but 

it’s definitely worth it!

 

BADGERS: Anyone can become a Badger! It’s an inclusive 

group designed to work with people’s comforts and abilities - 

no previous experience or knowledge required. Also, if you 

ever officiate in Warsaw for one of our events, you are an 

Honorary Badger for life. <3

Our recruitment efforts are still rather modest - mostly through 

personal connections, Hellcats events, and open skate training 

sessions (and some very inconsistent social media work). But 

we have an energetic team so we hope to change this.

The expectations for “badger to be” will largely depend on 

whether you are a Skating Official or Non-Skating Official.   

For people who have little to no skating experience, it’s easier 

to start as an NSO. We won’t drop you into an event totally 

unprepared. Minimally, you will get a crash course in your 

position and all the supplies you need to do that role (stop 

watches, pencils, tech equipment, etc.). Basically, you just need 

a good attitude and shirts in pink, grey and black.

For skating officials, more is involved to ensure your safety. 

You will have a lot of training on skates before we put you into 

a scrimmage or bout. We will equip you with this at your own 

pace. You also cannot ref without proper safety gear and 

skates. This we cannot equip you with, but you can rent it at 

our training venue as you try officiating out. ;)

The Talk
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Recently in roller derby there are problems with completing 

the crews of officials for games or tournaments. What do you 

think is the reason for that? How can we (as the roller derby 

community) remedy this?

 

LEMURs: Some of the referees and NSOs are also skaters for 

WFTDA or MRDA and during their season they can’t officiate 

much. Also I think on our team we had some other reasons as:

-   Officials think that they are not important enough and quit; 

-   They think that it’s more prestigious to be a skater, so they 

start playing;

-   They don’t have enough time for all our meetings and 

practises

 

BADGERS: First of all, derby is a growing sport and not all 

elements of the sport grow at the same rate. Derby is a time 

consuming and expensive hobby. It might be difficult for 

officials to find events in their area, which means taking time 

off and spending a great deal of money for an event. There 

isn’t much a host can do about the location or cost of their 

hometown. But here is criteria that officials consider when 

looking at an event (and you as organizers may consider as 

well):

-   Whether accommodation or travel reimbursement is offered: 

There are many enthusiastic officials who simply can’t afford 

the travel costs. Offering assistance makes a huge difference 

and makes derby a more equitable sport.

-   How early you announced your event: Official’s calendars 

fill up quickly and they need time to budget/plan for their trip. 

Timing is important: announcing events at least 2-3 months in 

advance will help you find officials that aren’t already booked. 

Also, be sure to check out other events and be careful not to 

plan events on the same weekend as a nearby tournament.

-   How many bouts you’re having and what status these bouts 

have: It’s harder to justify spending a lot of time/money for one 

bout. Also, some officials are looking for ways to strengthen 

their derby CVs, so games that fall under the category of 

“Other” can be less appealing. Making larger events is 

probably better for both officials and skaters. You can also find 

other ways of making your event stand out, like highlighting it 

is a friendly learning environment for new officials.

-   How the host/skaters treat the officials: This can range from 

unequal treatment of different types of volunteers/officials to 

overtly aggressive or condescending behavior from skaters and 

coaches. Emotions run high during events, but officials can tell 

when teams believe they are superior to the people officiating. 

Seeing as we are basically paying to officiate, we’re not about 

to willingly subject ourselves to that treatment and we’ll let 

others know about our experience. Treat all of your officials 

and volunteers with the respect they deserve.

We probably haven’t done much to correct the above 

problems overall. However, by doing our best as hosts, 

establishing our own officiating groups and making 

meaningful connections with other officials throughout Poland 

and abroad, we do hope to improve this in Central and Eastern 

Europe.

 

What are your plans for future?

 

LEMURs: Here’s the list of it: 

-   Motivation for becoming a referee inside the team by 

encouraging  enthusiastic prospects

-   Using economic incentives to attract new referees by 

offering special discounts. Now that we have enough people 

on the team, we really can afford it.

-   Organizing more activities and exercises for referees during 

our practices and integrating referees who can skate well 

enough into the training process. They can come to the 

practices on Wednesdays. On this day, we organize special 

exercises for officials.

-   We would like to invite someone to hold a boot camp for 

referees. We have already tried to do it three times, but the 

referees are very busy and it’s difficult for them to come. 

Anyway, we will definitely do it soon!

-   Our Ingria Rollers is planning to play against Helsinki 

recreational team – AL-pakka, and we also want to take our 

officials there – it will be a great experience for us. Our big 

goal is officiating at the Finnish Nationals.

 

BADGERS: We have lots of plans! Some of us are looking 

into WFTDA certifications and advanced training for our 

group. We also have some brilliant team members looking to 

boost our presence online. Finally, we’ve discussed things like 

an online officials group for all of Poland, or maybe even 

Central and Eastern Europe. We shall see.

The Talk
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One long whistle and you 

know it's a penalty!

   Any illegal play, rule infraction or a foul should be penalized 

as they occur during a game. Officials penalize skaters using 

the guidance of roller derby rules. They should do it as soon as 

possible and loud enough for the skaters to hear the call during 

noisy gameplay. 

 

What does a correct “call” look like?

When calling a penalty, you will hear one long whistle a 

referee will make, then shouting the team color and the number 

of penalized skater, then name of penalty (so called penalty 

code) paired with the special hand gesture for that penalty 

(hand signal) and the hand signal “report to the box”.

 

Tweet! →  [color] →  [number] →  [penalty: name and hand 

signal] → [hand signal: report to the box]

 

Until this has occurred, nobody is required to behave as if the 

skater has been penalized. It is very rare but sometimes it 

happens that an inexperienced referee won’t shout all of the 

components of the call or will call them in wrong order - in 

which case the “to be penalized” skater doesn’t technically 

have to respond to the call ;)

In the previous issue, we told you about roller derby officials. We indicated that their main task is to 

enforce the rules, ensuring safe and honest gameplay. Today, we will explain to you what types of 

penalties can occur during game and what happens when they do.
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by Rita Skater          photos by Gabriele Sturaro, Tom Malko, Dave Snook

Derby 101

hand signal for the “cutting the track” penalty



Penalties are applied to both: a skater and the position that skater 

is currently playing (e.g. jammer, pivot, blocker, etc.). That 

means that when a jammer gets penalty and goes to the penalty 

box - their team is on track not only with one fewer skater but 

also without a skater who can score points. Furthermore, nobody 

at that time can become a new jammer for their team even if the 

penalty carries into the next jam.

 

As mentioned above, the rules are designed to promote safe and 

sporting gameplay. I like to group the criteria used to determine 

whether a penalty is called into three categories, or the three I’s:

-   Impact: Does the action give your team an unfair advantage

    or negatively affect the flow of the game? (e.g. gaining 

    position by moving forward outside the track)

    (Note: an action that gives your opponents the advantage 

    without affecting gameflow is not a penalty. That’s just 

    unfortunate. ;) ) 

-   Injury: Is the action likely to cause injury? (e.g. hitting 

    someone on the head)

-   Intent: Was the wrongful action done consciously? (e.g. 

    treating opponents with disrespect) 

 

Any one of these alone can be grounds for a penalty and the 

officials must quickly assess each situation to determine the 

severity of the situation and what type of penalty it merits.

 

To translate this into actual penalties, here are some of the main 

types of penalties:

 

CONTACT PENALTIES  - penalties associated with initiating 

contact to illegal target zones or initiating contact with illegal 

blocking zones. This can be because it is unsafe, allows a skater 

to unfairly gain position on an opponent, or causes an opponent 

to unfairly lose position.

 

And in this group of penalties we have:

 

Initiating Contact to an illegal target zone - 

Remember the Target Zones dummy? Here it is again to show 

you the LEGAL target zones.
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So all other areas will be ILLEGAL target zones and those are:

-    the back of the body - using any part of your body to make 

     contact with an opponent’s back will result in a BACK 

     BLOCK penalty

-    head (above collarbone) - as above but a HIGH BLOCK

     will be called

-    below mid-thigh - as above but referee will call a penalty

      for LOW BLOCK

 

Initiating contact with an illegal blocking zone

First, let’s review the LEGAL blocking zones:

Derby 101

So, if a skater uses any parts of their body outside of this zone 

to make contact, they will be issued the following penalties:

-     head - will get a HEAD BLOCK penalty

-    forearm (from elbows to fingertips) - will be penalized for a 

      FOREARM penalty

-     below mid-thigh - will be penalized for a LEG BLOCK 

      penalty

forearm in action

ref is showing "forearm" hand signal



Derby 101
Notice that the word “initiate” is used with these penalties. That 

is because the action is based on who makes the contact 

happen. For example, if an opponent uses their back to block 

(which is legal) and touches your shoulder, you would not get a 

penalty because you were not responsible for making contact 

with their back.

 

Other Illegal Contact

The penalty will be also given to the skater who is initiating a 

block while:

-   down (falls over), 

-   out of bounds (outside the track),

-   out of play (more than 6,10 m in front or behind the pack. 

    BUT! remember that jammers can block each other on any 

    place on track! This penalty does apply to jammers initiating 

    a block on a blocker, however) - OUT OF PLAY BLOCK

-   airborne (for example - during apex jump), 

-   stopped - STOP BLOCK

-   skating clockwise - DIRECTION

It is also illegal to initiate a block on opponent who is down, 

fully out of bounds or out of play. Initiating block on opponent 

who is straddling the track boundary, stopped or skating 

clockwise is legal!

We also have to follow the same rules while assisting 

(generally helping our teammates gain speed), otherwise we 

can be penalized for ILLEGAL ASSIST. One exception here is 

assisting a teammate who is down return to an upright position.

 

Multiplayer Blocks

While teams want strong defense, skaters may not form an truly 

“impenetrable wall” - that means they are not allowed to form a 

wall by linking or grasping a teammate. This penalty is given 

when an opponent tries to overcome that kind of wall and fails 

due to illegal formation. This also means that grasping a 

teammate is legal until an opponent tries to get through (then 

you have to immediately let go).
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GAME STRUCTURE PENALTIES - when a violation of the 

-   basic rules lead to:

-   an opponent being (or remaining) unable to block

-    a team/teammate unfairly gaining position

-    the flow of the game changing

 

IIlegal positioning:

Here we have to remember that legal blocking can take place 

only when there is a pack and engagement zone (for more about 

that - return to issue #2). That is why it is important for blockers 

and pivots to do their part to maintain the pack and stay within 

the engagement zone. To ensure this, it is illegal to:

-    destroy the pack on purpose - will be penalized for 

     DESTRUCTION

-    prevent or delay the reformation of the pack (after “no pack” 

     warning from referee) - FAILURE TO REFORM

-    intentionally leave the track (for example to avoid the block) 

     - SKATING OUT OF BOUNDS (you can leave the track

     only when you have problem with your gear or when you’re 

     heading off to penalty box, otherwise legally you can only 

     be pushed off the track by an opponent ;) )

-    intentionally leave the engagement zone (out of play); in 

     that case a blocker will receive a warning to return to the 

     engagement zone from the referee. Failure to do so will earn 

     a FAILURE TO RETURN.

 

If skater is not legally positioned at the start of a jam, they 

should immediately correct their position. Failing to do so after 

a warning from a referee will be penalized as FAILURE TO 

YIELD.

 

Gaining position: - using the “out of bounds” area outside the 

track to gain position on someone who is upright and in bounds 

(standing on the track) - CUTTING THE TRACK

 

A skater who goes out of bounds must return to track behind all 

upright skaters of the opposing team who they were behind 

when they left the track. 

When a skater is returning to the track from penalty box or after 

fix her gear out of bounds - she must return behind all in-play 

blockers.

 

If a skater was forced out of bounds due to an opponent’s block, 

they must return to the track behind that opponent, even if they 

were in front of opponent before being blocked. This is not the 

case for any situation where the opponent is not upright, goes 

out of bounds or out of play after giving the block, but applies 

again if the opponent corrects this before the skater returns to 

the track.

 

ref shows "muliplayer block" hand signal



Derby 101
Skaters may also be penalized when they gain position out of 

bounds on more than one of their own teammates as well!!!

 

Interfering with the Flow of the Game - any inappropriate 

action that prevents the game from running properly. Essentially, 

this is any action that causes the period clock to stop, preventing 

a jam from starting or ending a jam prematurely like:

-   when a skater that is queued for the penalty box is not on the 

    track at the jam start

-   no blockers from one team on the track at the jam start

-   not fielding a jammer for the jam

-   fielding too many skaters

-   successfully calling off a jam when by a skater who is not the 

    lead jammer

-   successfully requesting a team timeout when there is none 

    remaining for team

-   successfully requesting a team timeout or official review by a 

    skater who is neither the Captain or Alternate 

 

Other Illegal procedures - if violating the rules of the game has 

a significant impact on the game. Some examples include:

-   calling a team timeout by a Captain who is not visibly 

    wearing a “C” (BUT: team timeout will be granted if is 

    remained)

-   leaving penalty box even a fraction second early before the 

    penalty time ends (specially without being told so by an 

    NSO)

-   entering the penalty box without being penalized (e.g. to talk 

    to penalized skater)

-   throwing bottle of water to a skater sitting in penalty box 

    (which is dangerous)

 

PENALTIES FOR MISCONDUCT - behaving in unsporting 

manner, such as:

-   hiding the Star during star-pass

-   preventing a downed skater from rising through intentional 

-   positional blocking

-   purposely removing an opponent’s helmet cover

-   intentionally falling onto an opponent

-   deceiving or ignoring officials

-   being abusive toward another person

-   swearing when it can be heard by audience, is directed 

    towards others (e.g. officials/opponents), or continues after 

    a warning.

 

When a skater is correctly penalized by an official with a verbal 

cue and hand signal, they must immediately leave the track and 

report to the penalty box. Failure to do so will result is a double 

penalty, or two penalties being called and served at one time.
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If seven penalties are recorded for a skater, that skater fouls 

out of the game. This means that they are removed from the 

playing area (they cannot sit with their team) and are not 

allowed to play for the remainder of the game. If a skater or 

team staff member commits an act that is sufficiently 

dangerous or unsporting (regardless of the number of penalties 

they already have), they will be similarly removed from the 

game. This is called an expulsion. In very serious cases, they 

may not only be removed from the game they are playing, but 

are suspended from future games as well.

 

So there you have a basic understanding of roller derby 

penalties. What skaters do in the  penalty box, how penalties 

are measured time-wise and whether skaters can be penalized 

while serving a penalty - will be discussed in the next issue of 

“What a Bout”.

skater in a penalty box

photo by Dave Snook



In this tutorial, there isn’t a template. This 

time you have to draw it yourself. 

 

So first, you have to decide on how many eyelets 

you want to wear your wings and measure that on 

your skate boot.

 

I decided I want 2 eyelets so it’s about 4,5 cm 

high and 1,5 cm wide. So I drew this on my piece 

of paper. This is a vital step! Don’t mess with it- 

don’t make a lot of changes to the shape or don’t 

make it too small- otherwise it can rip during 

skating.
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by Rita Skater

You will need:

- thick (4 mm) felt A4

- pencil, 

- piece of paper, 

- ruler, 

- scissors, 

- needle & purl, 

- sequins & glue, 

- fabric paint, 

- other decorations as desired

Just DIY
Give your roller skates 

text and photos by Rita Skater

tutorial - it's easier than you think 

wings



Just DIY

Now, draw the shape of your wings so 

that it adheres to the “sacred” rectangle.

Cut the template and draw on the felt 

twice. Remember the left and right 

side!
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Remember, you can choose any shape 

and color you want! These are your 

roller skates and it’s YOU who should 

like them. (butterfly wings. bat wings, 

thunderbolts)

(Note: If you choose a dark material - 

you need to have a bright marker / pen 

to make a clear contrast on the felt)

Cut the eyelets. I have a special 

device for it but you can always use 

any sharp object: the tip of a pair of 

scissors or even a nail. Just be 

carefull!

Then put the wings on your roller 

skates and skate like the wind.

Cut the shape from the felt (twice) and 

line them up on the roller skates to 

mark where the laces should be. I’m 

using here paperclip as I needed the 

second hand for making the photo ;)

And now the coolest thing! 

Decorating!

You can use a needle with thread 

and sew lines along the wings, you 

can use fabric paint, hot glue on 

sequins,  felt pom poms or buttons 

or use other things that you will 

find in craft stores or in your 

drawers - whatever tickles your 

fancy. Be creative and have fun!

 



Right on Track

Getting into 

the derby stance

Regardless of the type of skating you do, there is an ideal form that will improve your performance 

and help you avoid unnecessary pain/injury. For roller derby, this is the classic roller derby stance 

and one of your first derby lessons.

Start with your feet shoulder-width apart and your weight 

evenly distributed between your feet.

 

Lower yourself so that your knees are bent to about a 90 

degree angle (soft knees- never lock your knees in any 

position). Your upper legs should almost be  parallel with 

the ground.

 

For your upper body, keep your head upright (supported by 

the upper-body… your noggin is heavy!) and looking 

forward; your chest open.

 

Your shoulders, knees, and toes should be in alignment (if 

it helps, think of the children’s nursery song about that 

when checking your stance)

 

by Liz Frizzle                                   photos: Jolly Berry, Tom Malko
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What makes the derby stance so awesome

The derby stance makes so many of the movements for derby 

easier. Want to go faster? A good derby stance will help! 

Looking to improve your crossovers (which will help you go 

faster and around curves)? Derby stance! Need to work on 

forward or lateral skating? Derby stance! Want to be more 

powerful when blocking? You get it. It isn’t everything, but 

your development will run more smoothly when you 

remember this stance.

Let’s get low!

This is no exaggeration. I can tell the instant I’ve lost my 

derby stance during blocking drills as things fall apart 

immediately. I also broke my previous record by 3 laps for the 

27 in 5 simply by improving my form. Not perfecting, mind 

you, just improving. I am not a good skater by any means, but 

those moments where the form clicks are my best moments. 



Right on Track

Common mistakes

Here’s why:

 

-   So much more stability! This is priceless when you are new 

on skates. This stability is in large part because...

 

-   The derby stance is balanced. With even weight distribution, 

you can quickly shift and maneuver without losing control. 

Plus, keeping your shoulders, knees, and skates in line prevent 

you from falling on your face or flying backward.

 

-   The lower position gives you a greater, solid center of 

gravity so if you take a hit or stumble, you are far less likely to 

fall. Think about it. What is more likely to stay upright: a tall, 

thin object or one that has its mass lower and more centralized?

 

-   If you do fall, you won’t fall as far, are more likely to do so 

in the safe derby way (forward on your knee pads), and can 

recover more quickly.

 

-   This position get its power from your larger (and stronger) 

muscle groups, like quads, glutes, and abs. That’s a lot of 

power. More of your body is engaged when you make contact 

with another player. More of your body is able to absorb the 

shock of impact. Use that strength to your advantage.

 

-   With more stability, power, control over footwork, and a 

more aerodynamic low position, you can go faster without it 

being (too) scary!
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Even small errors can leave you wobbly or cause pain in odd 

places like your kneecaps, lower back, or neck. So what’s the 

problem? Chances are, the short answer is you’re not low 

enough. But let’s break it down further. Here are some 

common culprits for poor form:

 

1. You keep staring at your feet

 

2. Your shoulders/knees/toes are not aligned

 

3. You’re leaning too far forward

 

4. You’re not engaging your core

 

5. Your knees aren’t bent enough

 

6. Your legs are not parallel/shoulder-width apart

 

Not sure what might be happening with your stance? Have a 

skater check out your position and offer feedback. Better yet, 

take pictures!

photo Jolly Berry

photo Jolly Berry



Right on Track

The story behind Block in Turin

Exercises for a better derby stance
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Classic disclaimer: I am not a medical doctor, personal trainer, skater extraordinaire or any other type of expert who can give out official advice. 

Always talk to your doctor if you have questions about your personal fitness and check with your trainer/coach about the best derby plans for you.

Maintaining the derby stance in the beginning is challenging. 

So here are two of the most obvious exercises that will help 

the pose become more natural and strengthen the muscles you 

need most for the stance:

 

Squats: perfect practice for the derby stance. There are SO 

many types of squats, so for this start by focusing on slowly 

lowering yourself into the derby stance with your arms out 

front, then slowly returning to a standing position. Do 2-3 sets 

of 8-12 squats, with a 20 second break between sets. As you 

do these, remember to engage your core, keep those knees 

soft, perform each movement steadily, and always watch your 

form!

 

Wall sits: while the form is not exactly derby stance, wall sits 

will kick your butt. And thighs. And core. For this exercise 

start by standing with your head, shoulders, and back should 

be flat against the wall. Slide down the wall until your legs are 

in a 90 degree chair position- thighs parallel to the floor; knees 

and ankles roughly in line (just be careful that your knees do 

not extend past your toes). I’ve seen people suggest putting 

your hands to your sides or resting them on your lap. 

However, I find that a lot of people will use their hands to 

push against the wall or their legs when they are tired so I 

recommend keeping your arms straight out in front of you 

during this exercise. Start by holding this for 30 seconds and 

increase the time as you get stronger.

 

Essentially, any exercise that targets the larger muscle groups 

like glutes, quads, hamstrings, and abdominals will benefit 

you, such as donkey kicks, burpees or planks. With any off-

skates exercise, music can help you focus less on the time/pain 

(“Low” by Todrick Hall is one of my favorites for derby 

stance practice). I also learned the hard way not to sing along 

while doing wall sits. ;)

Have other tips, exercises, or resources to 

recommend for a better derby stance? 

Send them our way at 

whatabout.magazine@gmail.com!



Through the viewfinder

What a year!
text and photos by Marko Niemelä

     2018 has just been a magnificent highlight reel right from 

the beginning. Usually the year picks up speed slowly with 

teams rebuilding and training new things. but this year started 

off with a bang when the Roller Derby World Cup was held in 

Manchester in February - and the train never seem to stop. 

There have been great and yes, dramatic matchups throughout 

the year since the first weeks and the crown jewel of all of this 

action was the WFTDA Champs in New Orleans this year. 10 

of the best teams in the world battled for the wanted Hydra - 3 

days, 13 games and every single game filled with so much 

talent and excitement.

 

As this was my second year in Champs (I was WFTDA’s 

photographer in 2017 Champs in Philadelphia), I kinda already 

knew what awaited. Even if I didn’t shoot as much this year as 

I have in previous years, being involved with the World Cup 

so heavily and traveling so much, I was frankly a bit relieved 

to be accepted as a team photographer for Victorian for this 

tournament. That would be all the shooting I’d be doing, just 3 

games instead of all the 13, focusing more on the details and 

individuals, the mood and the experience instead of running 

around hectically trying to cover everything from every game. 

Don’t get me wrong, that’s awesome too - a derby 

photographer’s dream of sorts - but I really enjoyed the more 

relaxed beat of it.

 

It’s really hard to describe the actual mood of being in the 

Champs. The tension and the expectations are really high 

straight from game one; you’re gonna see the best teams of the 

sport battle against each other from the very first whistle. Every 

point counts, every jam is important, every second needs to 

played smartly. You need to win this game to get to the next 

round and closer to Hydra, and the same goes for the underdogs 

as well as the tournament favorites and ranking leaders. 

Actually, when I come to think of it, at the beginning of the 

tournament you can pretty much scrap the rankings as it kinda 

felt that all the teams started from the same level at that point. 

You need to focus on the next game, win it and move onwards… 

just to start it all over again. You can sense it all before every 

game, in the warm ups, in the locker room meetings,
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Through the viewfinder
with the people you meet in the hallways - the next game 

counts, you can’t really take your foot off from the gas at this 

point. The atmosphere is just unique; the energy of it all tingling 

on your skin.

 

I loved being a team photographer in the Champs. I have had 

the honor of being part of Victorian Roller Derby League’s 

organization for some time now (starting from the Big O of 

2017) and it has been simply amazing how they have taken me 

as a part of their team and let me be a part of their tournament 

lives. I get to see the team prepare and train together, growing 

up to the task, got to see how their chemistry builds up and how 

they prepare for each game both together and individually. As I 

wanted to approach this years Champs with a more personal 

view, focusing more on the emotions and moments than the 

skills and flashy things on the track, doing this with VRDL was 

just perfect. I also had time for two other things that I usually 

never ever have done during the tournaments - I got to watch 

how my fellow photographers worked in a tournament situation 

like that and I got to watch games. Without a camera, enjoying a 

beer and some snacks, cheering. I have to say it was weird, I 

seriously had no idea what to do with my hands without a 

camera in them. I might need some more practice with that.

part of the game too - one team has to win and thus, one team 

has to lose. That’s the nature of competition and I guess that’s 

what makes us compete in the first place - to reach for that 

number one spot. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

But it’s not all about losing and sadness and emotional 

mayhem! After the initial hit, you start to feel and see other 

things too. There’s pride of the accomplishment, the strength 

of the team that works so hard together, the relief of finishing 

the season and finally the smiles after the tears. I can’t even 

think what kinda inner strength it takes to stand there in the 

middle of the track with all the flashes going and media all 

around you after a game like that - and still these people 

smiled and had genuine fun when getting their medals. I guess 

that’s the sign of a really strong team - even in the moment of 

loss, they still show up with smiles and togetherness. There 

will always be tomorrow, and another chance after all. And 

I’m not gonna shed more light into this as it was a very 

intimate moment, but the post-game debriefing with VRDL 

was the most beautiful thing in sports that I have ever 

experienced. Thank you so much for letting me be a part of it. 

 

So that was 2018. Magnificent, hectic year with so many new 

chances. I honestly can’t wait at all what 2019 will bring.
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As I am emotionally very involved with roller derby and I am 

always living the games through my heart and soul, being a 

team photographer and wanting the best for your team is also a 

very, very tough job. You live through the successes and 

victories but you also live for the losses, and when the final 

whistle of the final game finally rang, I couldn’t help feeling 

the sense of devastating loss. You see the people you’ve been 

attached to for this special occasion give their everything and 

not quite reach their goal, and it hurts. It hurts to see when the 

tears on their faces are not purely tears of joy and you hurt to 

hear when they say out their frustration and sadness. It hurts to 

see that people who are either transferring or quitting are not 

getting the highest price for the work they’ve done. But that’s



The story behind Block in Turin
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Fitness is something everyone should invest in, not just for 

roller derby (or any sport for that matter). Getting through your 

daily activities with greater ease as well as performing your 

sport to the highest levels with ease, skill and power, can all be 

attributed to increased fitness. Wellbeing, health, nutrition and 

rest all play a vital role of maintaining your fitness.

 

New skaters, working through their minimum skills to taking it 

all the way to World Cup, not everyone has the same goals 

within derby. No matter what they are, fitness helps and is 

greatly beneficial; how far you want to take it is entirely up to 

you. Derby fitness can be achieved both on and off skates. 

 Taking it off skates can offer you much more variation; 

strength, plyometrics, agility, etc. but you can do just as much to 

increase your fitness with skates firmly on your feet.

 

The first fitness hurdles I would say most people struggle with 

are the cardio, endurance and stamina aspect of derby. Every 

jam is a constant mash up of endurance and stamina. These two 

fitness aspects are similar to each other. Endurance is how long 

you can perform a specific task; stamina, how long you can 

maintain that maximum effort.  For example, a jam has no 

lead, you are grinding down and holding back the jammer;

 your stamina means you are able to push your muscles to 

their maximum capacity without fatigue over those two 

minutes. And your endurance is lasting for those two 

minutes without overall fatigue.  We have all been there, 

mid jam our legs are flailing, it is the longest two minutes of 

our lives, hearts and lungs bursting!  New skaters will feel 

they are never going to survive; train these aspects of your 

fitness to begin with and over time they improve, and can quite 

quickly if done a couple times a week.

by Claire Semple                                   photos: private archives and canva database

Beginning your 

derby fitness journey

Keep it Semple

I started writing this article about derby fitness thinking how easy it would be.  I was wrong!  I struggled both with 

where to start and what direction to go in, as there are so many aspects of derby fitness. I’ll have plenty to write at for 

least another four or five articles! So I’m taking it right back to the basics to give you a few ideas to implement into 

your own trainings or team sessions both on skates and off skates.
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Keep it Semple
Below are some ways to implement drills into you sessions 

without taking too much time away from the main focus. 

 These are ideal for new and advanced skaters alike covering 

cardio, endurance and stamina.

 

On skate’s endurance, stamina and cardio

 

Timed laps

Improve on your laps every time you do this.

 

1 minute – New skaters 3 – 5 laps, advanced 5 laps plus.

2 minutes – New skaters 5 – 8 laps, advanced 10 laps plus.

3 minutes – New skaters 10 – 14 laps, advanced 15 laps plus.

4 minutes – New skaters 15 – 18 laps, advanced 20 laps plus.

5 minutes – New skaters 20 – 23 laps, advanced 25 laps plus.

 

Endless blockers

 

Great for blockers and jammers

One jammer, one offence and as many blockers as you want, 

four would be your minimum. Run it as a one minute, two 

minutes or until the jammer gets out!

 

Pancakes

 

Focus: Endurance, cardio, stamina, core and skills

In pairs, jammers push against blockers for a number of feet 

with blockers putting up plenty resistance.  When ready 

blockers releases jammers.  Jammers should feel as though 

falling with heavy legs. Goal is to stay upright before skating 

away; skate the lap fast back to the blocker, engage and 

repeat. Three times then switch positions.  Increase intensity 

by blockers dropping lower and not signalling when releasing 

the jammers. Run so each pair does it three times each

 

 

These are just a few ways you can work on your fitness with 

your skates firmly on, it doesn’t all have to be about getting 

in the laps or a running a jam, incorporating some resistance 

is very easy to do too!

 

Off skates sessions

 

Off skates covers numerous aspects of fitness at once; these 

sessions don’t have to be long, 30 – 60 minutes, work at your 

own levels and build on them. These sessions with a partner 

adds a level of accountability and encouragement.

 

Below are a few examples of sessions I try to get in at least 

twice a week, minimum equipment and work to set times. 

 Some are strictly cardio based and specific to my needs as a 

jammer, others are full body sessions covering strength, 

stamina and endurance.  All adaptable to ability and fitness 

levels.

 

Jammer runs

 

Focus: cardio and endurance

Treadmill session (or bike, rower, stepper)

Run 2 minutes with 30-second recovery, ten repetitions. 

Work at a pace where by at the end of the two minutes you 

are getting uncomfortable.

 

Double 500m

 

Focus: cardio, endurance, stamina

Treadmill 500m – rower 500m. 5 sets, minimum recovery 

between each machine.
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Burpees/squat jumps

 

Focus: stamina and cardio

20 seconds work, 10 seconds recovery 10 repetitions minimum 

set 1, maximum sets 5.  5 sets will cover a thirty minute 

workout.

 

Box jumps/battle ropes

 

Focus: stamina, power and cardio

This can be done by either repetition or following the same 

20/10 combo above.  Start with the smallest box until you feel 

confident and build up strength in your legs, with the ropes 

play about with different ways of using them.

 

All of these drills and sessions are to get you started. By all 

means switch them up, put in progressions, regressions and 

work to your team’s needs. Not everything needs equipment, 

hence a couple of the combos with no equipment, these can be 

done as an off skates (or on skates if your are really keen) at a 

training session.

 

When it comes to fitness do what you enjoy and love to do, 

whether it be in the gym, on the track on skates or at the 

skatepark. Don’t do something you dislike, you won’t adhere

to it.  Anything to promote and increase fitness is a great 

thing. The sessions I have posted are more relatable to roller 

derby due to the increase in its physicality. Since I started six 

year ago there has been a huge increase in the fitness levels of 

Keep it Semple

the skaters I have come up against and watched. Faster, 

stronger, more powerful, agile, flexible, stable; the athleticism 

from derby athletes these days is insane, derby is much more 

than just skating and blocking.  Whatever level you are at now 

and whatever level you want to be at, fitness is the key to your 

goals and success.



Do you know that feeling when the universe makes your dreams come true? Okay, 

a bit the universe and also some algorithms on FB... but still there was a magic and 

I'll tell you about it now.

     But first, briefly about myself. My name is Paulina, I'm 41 

years old and I used to skateboard and rollerblade when I was 

a kid. I was jumping, riding on the ramps and raging around 

the city. Always bruised. Always in boyish company and 

clothes. Often the only girl in the gang. Not a groupie one- a 

satellite who looks cool and the guys show off to her and half 

of them love her. Unfortunately, was not this one. I was the 

one who was sitting with them on the curb and spotting the 

tricks or unscrewing the tracks. Around the third year of high 

school, I started to be a girl, fall in love, smoke cigarettes 

during intellectual disputes. I gave the skateboard to 

someone. When I was 20, I started to work, then I went to 

college and put the rolls in the box. For 4 years of studies at 

the Theater Academy, I studied ballet, learnt to stand on my 

hands and walk in a fancy dress with a train and fencing. The 

rolls covered with a thick layer of dust. I finished my studies, 

I got into the business, I moved, I gave birth to two children. 

One day I pulled out the rollers from the box and decided to 
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 Love Skate 

ride to the Theater. After 400m, sweaty as a pug, exhausted, 

on shaky legs and with the worst curses on my lips, I sat on 

the bench and furiously took off the rollers. How is it 

possible that I panted? I jog! Long distances! It's impossible 

that I cannot ride a few kilometers on skates! Before I torn 

them, I looked at the wheels. Well ... completely dry rotted 

wheels in old black Bauers with purple inserts (you know 

what I am talking about) crumbled under my fingers. I 

breathed a sigh of relief. So it wasn’t me who fell flat 

because of old age! It was them. That day I decided it was 

high time to buy new eight wheels. But this time ... the quads. 

I like changes. I am a 35-year-old mother. And the roller 

skates are sexy. Yes. Dear Santa, I want the roller skates! I 

need them!

 

And that's how they appeared in my life. My Moxies. Mint. 

Hand sewed. Beautiful. And this is how our story has begun.

Barcelona

         by Paulina Holtz                                  photos from the personal archives



Barcelona
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Dreams come true but reality has definitely exceeded my 

expectations. First of all, Barcelona is a city made for wheels. 

Seriously. People ride everywhere and wherever they can. 

From bicycles through roller blades, quads, skateboards to 

scooters. The surface almost everywhere is great. If you do 

not feel confident and the downhill/uphill disturb then instead 

of exploring the city, you can whisk along the shoreline. You 

have several kilometers of the route there. Along the way, 

skateparks and lots of attractions. Madness.

 

The Rolltravel base is in a brilliant neighborhood, next to the 

harbor, in the Gothic district and in the very center of the city, 

literally a single quad’s throw from La Rambla. For the first 

few days, I was skating with Tomek and exploring the city, I 

learned simple steps, tricks, riding on small walls, etc. Tomek 

was not only an awesome instructor but also a great friend. 

From Wednesday, the attractions related to the festival began. 

And here we come to the coolest roller party ever! Before the 

festival begins for good the fans of eight wheels from all over 

the world are coming successively. Not only roller skaters but 

also rollerbladers. Dancers and those who prefer a sharp ride 

on the ramps. Amateurs and professionals, enthusiasts and 

those who live from this sport. There are more of them every 

day so in the evenings they meet in a selected spot and the 

party happens immediately. Someone is playing music, 

someone is showing steps, others are learning. Others

Five years later...

 

Blankly scrolling FB, looking at the pics from my friends' 

pre-holiday plans until suddenly ... I get a Rolltravel 

advertisement. Holidays in Barcelona! Whaaat? Seriously?! 

Is there such a company?!?! I immediately entered the site 

and then texted a message:

 

What do you organize in August?

 

I got the answer quickly - what are you interested in? Well, I 

want to roller skate. But most of all I want to learn to dance!

 

And here the real magic begins.

 

Dance? Here you are! Tomasz Araucz, an instructor who has 

been living in Barcelona: I'm learning breakdance on 

rollerblades, but the Rolling Dance Festival here is just about 

to start. And he sent me a link to LOVE SKATE 

BARCELONA. I went crazy! Firstly from happiness. Then I 

got a bit anxious, as the date was in September and not in the 

holiday time, and in September I had a hell of a lot of work. I 

opened the calendar and there? Exactly that week, one and 

only, was FREE! So, yes, it's a destiny, there were no 

excuses! That same day I bought plane tickets, not believing 

that this was happening ... And yet!



dance, sip beer, enjoy beautiful views, chat. People smile, 

learn and teach others. I met people from the USA, England, 

Brazil, Poland, Germany, the Netherlands, Denmark ... really 

from all over the world. All happy, nice, friendly. And that's 

how it looks for a couple of days. The party ends in the 

morning, you go to sleep, you get up. Most often it is already 

late so you eat something, put on your roller skates, go out 

and again you get to the party and dance till the morning. 

Finally comes THE Friday, namely the inauguration of Love 

Skate Bcn. The thing takes place in the charming resort area 

of   Badalona. At the beach, the workshops of various 

techniques are held throughout the day. Dancing, hula hoop 

dancing, breakdance, acrobatics. At the skateparks the 

instructors teach aggressive 
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during drying. Remember about washing your gear from time 

to time (either manually or in the washing machine) and air dry 

them. Never use a tumble-dryer!

 

We hope that now you have every bit of information that you 

may need to buy your first set of protective gear. They’ll look 

great with your brand new skates.

Barcelona

skating on ramps. Everyone finds something for themselves. 

And in the evenings discos and meetings. There is a chance to 

get to know your idols, you can learn a lot, enjoy life, meet 

other crazy people and come back home charged with positive 

energy for many weeks.

It was one of the best weeks in my life. Chillout. Smiles. 

Beautiful people with passion. I met a lot of people over 60 

years old who were skating a lot better than me. The 

boundaries of age, geography, day and night are getting 

blurred... Everyone is there to share their passion, love and joy. 

I cannot wait for the next edition and I recommend Barcelona 

to everyone who plans to travel with the eight wheels. Sun, 

freedom, roller skates. What else could you want?



Small talk

We know that sport is present in your life. And it is not about 

occasional running around the park. You ran a marathon, 

probably not one. You are a certified kettlebells instructor, you 

train yoga. Has it always been like that, have you liked sports 

since childhood?

Yes. Definitely, sport has always been present in my life, not 

only as yard-climbing trees and running around the park with 

the ball. My mother, whose parents did not take care of her 

sports development too much, learned many things only in 

adulthood. But she took as a point of honor that I learnt 

swimming, skiing, biking, ice-skating and playing tennis as a 

child. I walked in the mountains with Dad. And the rest I 

learned by myself, including roller skating, skateboarding, and 

snowboarding.

 

How do you find time for all these additional activities? After 

all, there is family and your profession. You are an actress, 

you perform on stage as well as in a popular series, you often 

make dubbings for cinema hits. Tell us your secret of time 

management.

We really have a lot of time that leaks through our fingers. We 

spend hours having a nose in the phone, and we do not have half 

an hour to go jogging... Sometimes it's enough to turn the car 

into a bicycle and the elevator to the stairs. When I was getting 

ready for the marathon and had to do long runs, I was just 

sorting out some things on foot, for example, I was running 7 

km one way to provide some documents. I was often running in 

the evenings when my daughters were asleep. I also learned that 

training must be entered as a fixed point of the day, then it is 

harder for us to find an excuse, and after some time it becomes a 

routine. Last year was very difficult for me and unfortunately, 

the sport went a bit further but I'm slowly coming back.

 

Roller derby - you have not tried it yet. Would you fancy even 

a short, casual training?

I will answer like this: do not do this to me! Of course, this is a 

kind of a joke but the truth is that I am happy to try many sports, 

and then I cry because I do not have time to do everything I 

liked. On the other hand, it is also true that in almost every 

social, weather and spatial situation I will manage and find a 

sport for myself. And that is great. I definitely prefer being 

by Tom Malko 

multisport than to tie to only one summer and one winter 

activity. That would bore me.

 

Did you know that recently the BBC described the roller derby 

as the fastest growing sport in the world? In Poland and more 

widely in Central and Eastern Europe it is still a niche. Hardly 

anyone has heard about it and even less understands, what is 

this all about ... What do you think would help to make this 

sport more popular here?

The politically incorrect answers themselves come to my mind 

... But seriously - if I knew the answer, I would be very rich! I 

reckon that you have to engage a lot of time and money to 

promote it. Like everywhere else. It is a very spectacular sport, 

so you should go. Although it's really hard to know what's going 

on ... As in American football - it's about something, but few 

understand what. But still, everyone is cheering for that!

 

Among the roller derby players there are probably more 

vegans and vegetarians than in the rest of the population. You 

are a vegan, you've been on a vegetarian diet for over a dozen 

years. Doing sport you must have heard this famous question: 

"where do you take the protein from?" :-). Now seriously, 

what advice could you give to vegans who start their adventure 

with sports, or the opposite, to girls who practice sports and 

then go vegan?

Well, I'm not sure if veganism is a good option right away. I 

would approach everything slowly, systematically and 

prudently. Perhaps you are able to give up meat and dairy 

products, but not eggs. And this is also ok. You do not have to 

be radical in everything. Every small step is good for you and 

for Mother Earth. It is necessary to do blood tests and check for 

possible shortages. The protein is the smallest problem. Anyone 

who eats reasonably, plus possibly drinking protein 

supplements, will surely provide it in the right amount. It is 

worth remembering the balance of carbohydrates and fats 

because due to the low-calorie content of vegetables, 

unnecessary disproportion often appears here. Generally, I 

recommend either the VeganWorkout blog or Damian Parola's 

training. Thanks to the knowledge, you can avoid basic mistakes 

and learn to nourish properly. This is not so difficult despite 

appearances!
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with 

Paulina Holtz



News from the world

The Short Track court (half the area of WFTDA court), with example full packs and jammers, and maximum referees needed.

Short Track diagram from Rolla Skate Club; Skater and official icons from URDUMB.

by Sam Skipsey (Scottish Roller Derby Blog) and Hulk (Saint-Petersburg Roller Derby)

9

Short Track Roller Derby is built around making a more accessible, perhaps more "fun", version of Roller Derby, 

which needs less of every resource to run. The futsal to WFTDA derby’s soccer, created by Rolla Skate Club early 

in 2018 to help promote the sport.

 

The track is just half the area of a WFTDA Flat Track, and fits inside a basketball court with room to spare.

Short Track Roller Derby: 

A New Way to Build Derby
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The narrower track means that just two blockers per team are 

sufficient to stop the opposing jammer, so each jam fields just 

six skaters on track in total; and rosters for a game are limited 

to just seven skaters per team.

 

Short Track jams are just 1 minute long (and can’t be called 

off early), and a period has exactly 10 of them, for 10 minutes 

of play, and 15 minutes total time per period.

Short Track Roller Derby also makes a series of changes to 

enable a game to be more easily officiated: jammers score just 

1 point per pass; and track cuts returning from out of play are 

measured relative to where you left the track, there are no 

"run backs" or "recycling".

Short Track Derby encourages a communal spirit for handling 

penalties: the majority of potential penalties ("fouls") can be 

rectified by a skater by owning up to them and "yielding" 

(turning sideways, and giving skaters a chance to freely pass 

them) for a few seconds; potential penalties which give no 

advantage to the fouler can also be ignored by playing 

 The appeal of Short Track Roller Derby has pleasantly 

surprised the creators at Rolla Skate Club, who didn’t 

anticipate the enthusiasm of leagues when they originally 

created it early this year, nor even when they held the first 

public demo at Rollercon 2018. At the time of writing, across 

Canada, the USA, Scotland, Russia, and even Dubai, skaters 

have already tried out the ruleset, and been keen to use it 

more; for exhibitions, outreach, training, or as a competitive 

ruleset in itself.

“advantage”. Only more serious fouls, or fouls where 

theskater has not yielded, lead to a penalty being issued.

 

Penalties themselves also work differently; rather than 

sending a skater off the track, each penalty counts as a loss 

of 2 points to their team's score. 

These changes to combine to produce a ruleset where a two 

referees and two NSOs can officiate a game.

 

Finally, Short Track Roller Derby also makes a few additional 

changes which aren't part of the reduced requirements. The 

most significant are: everyone has to jam at least once per 

period; and the game changes direction at half-time - 

Period 1 is played clockwise, whilst Period 2 is played 

anticlockwise. The former rule helps to "spread the roles" in 

general across the smaller rosters. The latter addresses the 

well-known issues with lopsided development which derby 

skaters get from skating in one direction all the time.

Get the full rules from https://rollaskateclub.com/lets-rolla/

 The Short Track, in real life. Blocker in teal in the lead is 

“yielding” to avoid a penalty on a foul. (Photo: Slava Shatrovoy)

For example, Dubai Roller Derby’s first foray into Short 

Track Derby was driven by severe size constraints for their 

demo bouts at the World Ultimate Strongman event, on a tiny 

popup roller rink. Even the standard Short Track was too big, 

as Dubai’s coordinator for the event, Inga Knee’her told us. 

“Our track was actually much smaller than a standard Short 

Track, originally planned to fit in a 12m x 7m space. The 

venue ended up being bigger than planned, so I expanded it 

to a 6 foot track width (75% of a short track width).” 

Despite the constraints, the event was a success, and Dubai 

are keen to play more; even against other teams!
 Short Track Roller Derby in action in Dubai (on their even 

“shorter” track!). [Photo: Dubai Roller Derby]
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I also want to add: I’ve played for a WFTDA Top-20 team. 

I’ve done the tournaments and all that jazz.  It’s fun and all, 

but if you’re not in a big US or European or Australian city, 

it’s almost impossible to get that level of infrastructure 

established (not to mention the cultural hard-sell).  Sometimes 

you just want to play derby to have fun, and the Short Track 

style really lends itself to that.  When my sister first showed it 

to me, my initial thought was ‘what’s the point?’  But I totally 

see it now.  The point is to just have fun. ...

 Now, Saint-Petersburg’s White Night Furies are planning on 

using Short Track Roller Derby to help grow the sport in 

Russia, on an even more ambitious plan.

I am very excited for us to try a full sized Short Track with 

the full ruleset, now that this tiny track exhibition is behind 

us. I think this will be our focus for the near term, since we 

just don’t have the resources (Skaters, Officials, or 

floorspace) to support WFTDA style play at this time. 

 Whatever we decide to do in the future, I know that the 

Short Track play style is a great opportunity for learning and 

will only help us achieve future derby goals.”

 Short Track Roller Derby in action (during Saint-Petersburg’s 

Short Track Test) [Photo: Slava Shatrovoy)

Before stepping up to running a whole tournament, the White 

Night Furies ran their own test of the rules, on the 7th of 

November 2018. 

 

Pre-test Concerns and Checklist

 

The following list was compiled with the expected problems 

and items-to-do, to raise awareness of them beforehand:

 

 Short Track Derby will be very helpful for growing the 

community in Russia, where there are several common 

problems preventing teams forming: lack of training space 

(small venues), lack of people (you will only get a dozen in a 

year or so), and, of course, lack of Officials. Short Track 

makes it easier to find suitable places, and means that teams 

can start practicing faster (with less people).  It provides a 

very useful “first step” on the way to a (WFTDA-rules) roller 

derby team or even a league of them.

We at Saint-Petersburg have discussed the idea of a 

promotional Short Track Tournament with the new Moscow 

team, Rollerciraptor Derby Moscow, and they have already 

signed up to the idea. We want to work together to promote 

the idea that everyone can start a team and play roller derby 

so, in Summer 2019, we will hold two tournaments, one in 

Moscow and one in Saint-Petersburg. Each will host 4 or 5 

teams, with all the players sourced from Saint-Petersburg and 

Moscow. Hopefully, we will engage a lot of people, and get 

lots of attention on mass media and social networks.

 

After the tournaments, we plan to travel to any city in Russia 

which will have us, and teach people how to play with 

smaller Short Track rules; to show them that they can start 

roller derby right now. We will also collect the contact details 

of people who write to us wanting to start a league in their 

city, and offer to come and teach them directly. After that, 

we’ll see what will happen, but of course we’ll continue to 

play Short Track just to show off!

White Night Furies’ Short Track Roller Derby Test

1. Everyone needs to read the rules, and understand them.

     a. read the rules all together right before the game to make sure.

2. Teach referees - the rules are a little simpler, but still differ from 

    the regular rules

3. Players’ numbers (Short Track numbers from 1 to 7) 

    a. get used to new numbers for the jammers

4. Could be hard for people who usually block to jam during the 

    game

5. Could be very confusing to skate the other direction :)



Concerns about everyone having to jam, and the “non-derby 

direction” period in the game are the most common worries 

for every group approaching Short Track; however, as the 

Scottish community reported at the time of their initial test, 

no-one actually had a problem with changing directions (and 

some even said they preferred it) once they tried it. Similarly, 

jamming for 1 minute against just two blockers is a different 

experience to jamming under WFTDA conditions; whilst the 

concerned skaters didn’t necessarily “love” jamming under 

the different rules, they generally thought it wasn’t as bad as 

they’d expected.

 

Post-test Feedback

 

Overall, it was an interesting experience. It seemed quite easy 

to play non-derby direction; the smaller track, with just two 

blockers against the jammer makes you think a lot about your 

footwork - you should be faster, you can always see what 

exactly didn’t work at this pass and why (and also there is no 

one to blame, it was you who missed the jammer).

 

The great thing about blocking in Short Track is that you 

have to watch the lanes very carefully: the whole game 

basically helps you to understand working in lanes as a 

blocker. There’s just Lane 1 and 2, and if you are protecting 

one of them, it means that the other is covered by your 

teammate and the work is done. Playing Short Track also 

helps blockers to feel the 3 meters “pack cohesion” distance 

even better (we don’t have the 3m marks on neither of our 

tracks so it’s good to develop a “feel” for distance).

News from the world
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On the negative side, sometimes you forget that you don’t go 

to a penalty box for the penalty, just lose points, and you stay 

on the track for a while trying to understand what to do.

 

From the officiating side, it’s not very clear at the moment 

how to use “Advantage” during the game, but we’ll continue 

working on understanding it. One very good thing is that you 

need to give way (“yield”) if you Foul: it looks and feels like 

you’ve just started playing derby and are trying to be very 

gentle and nice to the players. Officiating for the first time, 

the new words for the penalties, “Yield” and “Foul”, were 

quite hard to remember and use. Although we have the word 

“foul” in Russian, it was difficult to remember that now there 

are different names for the penalties, understand that the 

penalty happened and say “Yield” (or “foul”). (“Yield” is 

also a hard word to pronounce for native Russian speakers…)

 

Conclusion

 

We’d encourage teams to try out the Short Track ruleset; 

either for specific training, for outreach, or to help provide 

games for smaller teams. 

If you’re interested in being part of this, you can join the 

Short Track Derby groups on Facebook ( /shorttrackeurope 

(UK + Europe focused); and  /shorttrackderby (international, 

the “Parent group” for organising all Short Track things)) for 

help in getting started. 

In addition to the Russian grand tournament series, we know 

that there’s interest in Short Track tournaments in other parts 

of Europe, and we’d love to see where this all goes.

Saint-Petersburg’s Short Track Test Team (Photo: Slava Shatrovoy)



Ask Molly
Are you struggling with some skills? 

Need advice on gear? Have questions 

about WFTDA? Looking for training 

tips? We are here to help! Email us and 

Molly "Master Blaster" Stenzel will 

answer all of your concerns!

I’m dreaming about jumping apex, but problem is I can’t 

jump! At all! Even without roller skates. How can I learn to 

jump on roller skates? And also how not to be so scared of 

doing it?

 

The trick is to start slow and build up. Can you bend your 

legs? Great! That’s a start! Start off skates and work your 

way up. Not just with technique, but with strength training 

and form.  You want to work on doing squats and leg curls 

(that means working out the front and back of you legs).  

Start with proper squats, then move to hops. Make a game 

out of it (like hop scotch and skipping).  Once you're 

comfortable with your feet leaving the ground, give your self 

small obstacles to jump over.  Wear your pads, even while 

still in street shoes.  Ultimately, its speed + height =distance.  

The faster you can skate and stronger you can push off the 

ground the farther you can jump. 

Most importantly, give yourself permission to fall. Fall a 

bunch. Fall from a stand still. Fall all the time. It needs to 

happen so you don't think about it happening. If you think 

great skaters don't fall, watch more derby. They fall all the 

time, but you don't notice because they get rigth back up and 

keep playing.  Have fun!

 

I am a dedicated jammer in my team. I’m rather tiny: short 

and skinny. How can I fight against those big, tall 

blockers? Are there some special tactics for small jammers?

 

There are tons of tactics, the first is your mindset.  Your body 

is perfect, so take advantage of its strengths.  Depending on 

your skating style you will likely be able to use small spaces 

in a way others won't and excellent footwork is key here. 

 Try not to outmuscle 4 blockers, but do practice 

pushing/applying pressure so you can trick the blockers into 

thinking they have you while you explode somewhere else. 

Understanding the flow of the blockers and how they move is 

going to be an incredibly useful tool!

Some great smaller jammers to watch are Ana Cheng 

(Atlanta), Lil Slinky (Stockholm), Shortstop (previously with 

Gotham), and Wilhelm (Denver).
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I’m just a freshie but I already know I want to be a 

blocker. At trainings my teammates makes me practice 

also drills for jammers while I would like to focus on 

training for blockers. Who is right?

 

Your teammates are definitely right!  While we each have 

positions on game day, every skater improves when they 

know all parts of the game.  Blockers that train jamming 

will understand how jammers move and see the game. 

This makes you better at stopping them defensively and 

helping them with great offense.  If you don't understand 

what it means to jam, you won't know half of the game. 

Training as a jammer, especially at the beginner stage is 

going to make you a great blocker.  Its hard and 

demanding, so remember to give your fellow jammers a 

high five. That solidarity also means a lot at every level of 

play!

Molly started playing roller derby after moving to Berlin in 2008. 

She was a fan of the game in the US, but only first joined a team 

when her friend decided to start a team in Berlin and, since she was 

new to the city, "I thought it would be a great way to build my own 

social circle, and boy did I ever."

She has been a volunteer for WFTDA since 2012 when Bear City 

Roller Derby became members.  She joined the Competitive Play 

Committee when it started and helped create strategies and 

structures for WFTDA play, ultimately taking over the Chair 

position. In 2018, she was elected President and is currently 

volunteering on the Board of Directors.

Dear Molly!



In the beautiful autumn months, Prague saw quite a lot of roller derby action. The two games I managed to catch (and to 

play in one) were Prague City Roller Derby A-Team VS Belfast Roller Derby on 17.11.18 and Hard Breaking Dolls VS Dusty 

Steelers, which is an agglomeration of two Austrian teams: Dust City Rollers Graz & Steel City Rollers Linz, on 24.11.18.

In both games, our ladies from Prague won with a massive 

majority and since both games were WFTDA approved, that 

gave both Prague teams the chance to move up in the 

international ranks a bit.

 

The other aspect that impressed me about both games was the 

attendance. The PCRD game had about 150 spectators, while 

HBD game had about 100. We had ordered new merch for the 

game and it was all sold out, as was the beer. Some fans made 

banners and cheered for our girls. Such good attendance 

enthusing our skaters could definitely have played a role 

towards the wins. After the game, I even saw some fans 

approaching the players for a cheeky photo together. Am I 

seeing roller derby gaining popularity in Prague? Finally!

News from Czech Rep.
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As a player in the HBD VS Dusty Steelers game, I can 

comment on the style of Dust Steelers. They were incredibly 

fast and their jammers were very good at utilising the 

uncovered sides of the track. Actually, both of their jammers 

deserve a special mention. The were both fast and very feisty. 

One of them was Speedy and the other one was T-Lex. At the 

afterparty, the Dolls voted for an MVP in Dusty Steelers (and 

vice versa) and I think one or both of these skaters got this 

reward.

 

As usual, the HBD game had a theme and this time round the 

theme was rockabilly. A number of players, NSOs and fans 

dressed up in 50s rock'n'roll fashion and there was quite a lot 

of Elvis blaring from the speakers.

by Moan Alisa                                                                  photos Jan Hutter



News from Czech Rep.
During half time, there was a special surprise from one of our 

older players - Lady AnnaHell. Lady AnnaHell organised a 

kick-ass  rockabilly themed fashion show! There were ladies 

in beautiful 50’s inspired dirndl dresses, either sleeveless or 

with small puff sleeves and having billowy skirts walking up 

and down the track and doing a ‘Marilyn-Monroe-standing- 
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on-the-subway-vent' with their frilly skirts.

 

All in all, the matches were exciting to watch and they closed 

the season for both teams nicely. I can't wait to see what the 

next year will bring for Prague!



1. Think only positively. That means thinking only in 

positive sentences, i.e. avoid using words like 'no', 'didn't', 

'can't', 'never', 'unfortunately', 'weak'  and everything with 'no' 

in it.  For example, when getting ready to jam, instead of 

saying to yourself 'don't get too close to the sides of the track', 

you could say to yourself 'stay in the middle'. 

That way you will always speak in positive sentences and 

keep yourself, and others around you away from negative 

thought processes. When we hear a sentence with negative 

words, even if the overall meaning could be quite positive, 

those negative words just trigger something in our brains, and 

it is like a mental gate that slams shut the window between 

one's self and the influence of others. 

Moreover, positive words, such as “good” and “strength' can 

promote the brain’s cognitive functioning. They propel the 

motivational centers of the brain into action and build 

resiliency. 
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Variety

"Psychology" on the track

Success in roller derby requires many hours of training and improving your derby skills. 

However, all that is no use if you haven't got the right mindset for the sport. What's the use if 

you end up being too upset every time someone hits you our or your team suffers a loss? The 

sport is supposed to be fun, and here I will write tips on how to help you and your teammates 

and stay in the best spirits at all times. I have written my list in order of importance:

2. Be positive and only show the positive side to others. 

Don't put yourself, or others, down every time there is a 

mistake, and especially don't shout at yourself. Mental states 

are highly contagious, and if your team members see you 

getting upset with yourself, or others, this negativity will 

spread like a wildfire through a dry forest. 

Just take yawning for example. If somebody yawns on TV or 

next to you, chances are you will yawn too. You might have 

even yawned by reading this sentence about yawning! This is 

how contagious mental states are. If your teammates see you 

being negative, they will be negative too, and that's no good 

for anyone. Instead, fill your practices and scrims with high-

fives, compliments and smiles. Because positive energy 

spreads like wildfire too!

by Moan Alisa                                               photos Tom Malko



Variety
3. Know how to give feedback.  Being all positive is good, 

but we are here to train and need to give each other some 

constructive feedback at the end of the day. However, you 

need to know how to give such feedback without breaking the 

person or killing their motivation to play completely!

Before giving any critical feedback it's always good to ask the 

person if you can give such feedback. You never know the 

state of the person is in right now, they might be upset or 

anxious about something enough, maybe it's best to give the 

feedback another time. Use common sense with this tip: most 

of the time you will be able to see if the person is not ready to 

receive feedback.  If you wait a few minutes, the recipient will 

more likely be able to hear what you're saying, and you'll 

avoid saying something in the heat of the moment that you 

regret later.

That being said, any constructive feedback should be given as 

close as possible to the event. Feedback isn't about surprising 

someone. For trust reasons, use 'I' perspective: it will avoid 

labelling the person too. Say 'I feel you could spend more time 

practising this', instead of 'You are demotivated and 

uncommitted, you don't come to practises enough'. And 

remember, for everyone negative thing there should be 3 

positives points. The 3-to-1 ratio is the safest, otherwise the 

person will feel attacked and demoralized.
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4. Talk no longer than 30 - 60 seconds. In a given 

conversation, this one is especially for those who train others, or 

if you are giving someone feedback. Our brains can really only 

hold onto four things at a time, so if you ramble on for five or 

ten minutes trying to argue a point, the person will only 

remember a very small part of that. Encapsulate what you have 

to say and don't repeat yourself. A couple of sentences at the 

time, and then give your listener a chance to take it in.

This rule is valid not only because it gives others a chance to 

take in what you've said, but also add something before they 

forget. If you're very talkative and/or your estimate of a minute 

is no good, you might be going over the mark a lot. The usual 

signs you've talked to much and people are having trouble 

staying focused are sighs, tapping feet, nodding impatiently as if 

to say “Get on with it', interrupting, turning slightly away or 

taking a step away.

 

5. Avoid using adjectives. This 's one way to both encapsulate 

and communicate clearly. Unless you are a poet or a novelist, or 

describing your night out to a friend, adjectives should not be 

your best friend. They take the clarity away from your context, 

and make your speech too long for the listener to stay 

concentrated.

When someone "stabs" a straw into their drink we see it, but 

"pokes swiftly" is not so clear. When a person "meanders" it is 

more accurate than "walking slowly." A man whose foot is 

described as a "hoof" is much more vivid that having "gnarled 

toes and sole." Same in roller derby, when someone 'sprints' we 

know exactly how fast they are going, 'skate fast' is not so clear.

 

I hope my 5 points will help you, and your team, and we can 

make this game enjoyable for everyone at all times!.



Manchester

It is often said that roller derby is more than a sport. It is a show itself and thematic scrimmages are a very 

common example of this. They are also a great opportunity for inexperienced skaters to gain their first on-

track experience.  However, in some geographical locations, participation in games can be more complicated 

if there are not many of them. If this is an issue, you can consider travelling abroad for a scrimmage.  This is 

why I decided to make use of an invitation that I got from my derby friend that lives in Manchester, one of 

the roller derby capitals of Europe, where each skater can find something suitable for their level. For me, a 

beginner, it was Skaters’ Debut Freddie vs Bowie scrimmage organised by Rainy City Roller Derby. Along 

with the scrimmage, I also took part in a training session the day before and a bootcamp the day after to 

make use of the whole 3 day period I had in Manchester for roller derby.
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Preparation 

 

I arrived in Manchester on the 7th of September, a day before 

the game. On Friday night, just after my arrival, I joined a 

training session for fresh meat. Not only was the organization 

 impressive, but also the dedication and scrupulousness that the 

experienced English roller derby players passed to the skaters. 

Also the venue, Thunderdome, was quite an unusual place. It 

was immediately distinctive: a white room with a vivid purple 

track. In one corner - old roller skates. In the other - a second 

hand shop with derby T-shirts and team merch (where I bought 

Blood & Thunder caps). Most importantly, it was the people 

who truly made the place special. All of them were really 

helpful and enthusiastic. Training itself contained an MST exam 

and a lot of exercises to prepare for the game. For some skaters, 

this was their last chance to pass the Minimum Skills before 

Saturday’s game. 

Of course, I wanted to get as much training as possible before 

the game and there it was, the real challenge- a training on 

Saturday morning with the male team Knights of Oldham. They 

shared a lot of valuable knowledge about jamming that I was 

able to use a few hours later.

 

Inside my heart is breaking

My make-up may be flaking

But my smile still stays on

 

The scrimmage was designed for skaters that had played 0-2 

games up to that point. This kind of debut event is organized 

periodically by Rainy City Roller Derby. All skaters from the

A several dozen of hours 

in Thunderdome

nearby cities (or even from Poland in this case ;) ) can come to 

Thunderdome to officially kick off their roller derby career. 

Apart from one person I met during the training on Friday, I met 

my team on the day of the event. My choice regarding the team 

was a kind of obvious as I am a big Bowie fan. For me, a music 

lover, the idea of combining music and roller derby was 

brilliant. 

 

We painted our faces and got dressed in the locker room while 

David Bowie’s and Queen’s music was played in the 

background. I will never forget the preparation for the game: it 

was a sublime moment where young trainees were preparing 

for an incredibly important event from which they were 

supposed to become full-fledged members of the roller derby 

community. Each team was “equipped” with a bench that was 

a very experienced player with a carefully prepared strategy. 

by Martyna Kocjan                                                 photos Peter Carey



Manchester
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I felt much more confident here than before my first game, 

partially because of the training I had and partially because I 

knew we were all roughly at the same level.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

There is a starman 

 

My position for the beginning of the game was in a jammer 

rotation with 3 other jammers. Blockers were divided into 2 

packs so there was 1 pack per 2 jammers. So each jammer 

played once every 4 jams and each pack once every other jam. 

Unfortunately, one of the jammers got injured during her first 

jam so we had to adjust the strategy. I used a tactic showed to 

me by the guys from Knights of Oldham and I managed to 

score many points. The other jammers on my team were even 

more than amazing so team Bowie seemed to have an 

indisputable advantage over team Freddie that was not scoring 

at all. We thought we were going to win. But we got our 

lesson that the sport is unpredictable and you can never be 

sure of a victory even when you’re in the lead. Just before the 

end of the first half, team Freddie began to score and it ended 

with them leading by 4 points. We made a few mistakes. It all 

began with our jammer (unfortunately me) going to penalty 

box. During the second half, we did not manage to retake the 

lead. For that half, I played mostly as a pivot because I 

thought I knew how to create a solid block but it didn’t help. 

Team Bowie lost 196 to Team Freddie’s 237. Congratulations 

to team Freddie, and to us also. However, for me it doesn’t 

matter, I left with the impression I gave it everything I could. I 

just was extremely happy to be able to participate in a roller 

derby game and super tired when I heard my name and MVP 

award coming. It wasn’t a dream come true because to be 

honest I didn’t know such an award was granted after roller 

derby games until then. So it was a dream come true before 

even dreaming and a double surprise.

Bootcamp

 

Sunday morning was very painful, I could barely get up but I 

still managed to make it to the bootcamp. The bootcamp was 

dedicated for pre MST skaters and they told me it could be 

boring for me but as my team had had teach itself the basics I 

wanted to fill in the gaps I believed I had and learn how to teach 

other newcomers. The bootcamp was full of different exercises I 

was not aware existed and also full of valuable knowledge on 

how to respond if a skater was injured. One of the most 

memorable lessons was a crossover preparation exercise that has 

become an inseparable part of Smokin’ Wheels trainings. 

 

Thank you Rainy City, it was a blast. Hope to see you again 

soon!
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Christmas has been saved again!

 

It's been already the 4th annual Christmas scrimmage in Prague. 

Skaters from Prague City Roller Derby, Brno Roller Deby 

Freakshow, Hard Breaking Dolls and Bear City Roller Derby 

were fighting in a co-ed game. Awesome event, full of smiles, 

hugs and good vibes on track and arround it, but also a great end 

of the season for the fans gathered in Sportovní Areál VŠE 

Třebešín. 

 

Team Santa defeated Team Grinch 175 - 142. The Reds were a 

few points ahead of the Greens durring all the game and in the 

last  minute after the power jam they sealed the victory. 

Christmas has been saved for the third time in a row.

Snowman, elves and gingerbread.

 

In Poland, children look forward to the 6th of December, which is 

known as St. Nicholas Day. On the eve St. Nicholas Day, Santa 

Claus places gifts under children’s pillows or in their shoes. On 

behalf of this occasion and as well as the 5th anniversary of roller 

derby in Poland, Bad Rangers Poznań organized a small derby 

tournament in Poznań on December 1st.

 

Three teams competed on track: Snowmen, Gingerbreads and 

Elves. The teams were co-ed and included skaters from all over 

Poland. Team Elves won it all, they defeated Snowmen, as well as 

team Gingerbread. The tournament had a very fun and festive 

atmosphere with Christmas lights and trees, skaters dressed up in 

their team’s theme, officials in Christmas tree onesies, the jam 

timer in a Santa hat and the public dressed up as reindeer. What we 

liked the most is the fact that it was the first tournament for a long 

time in which representatives from all Polish teams participated. 

Occasional events

Santa vs Grinch

Secret Santa 

&   

by Rita and Tom                                                  photos Jan Hutter and Rita Skater 



Derby Art

Weronika Krawczuk / 

VULGAR VER #13
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In 2015 she graduated in Photography from the Univeristy of Arts in Poznań (M.A)  Laureate of the Grand Prix, Fotopolis 2014. Her 

works were exhibited on Polish photography festivals - Kraków Month of Photograpy (2016), Fotofestiwal in Łódź (2013) and 

published in the magazines: American VICE and English The Calvert Journal. She also had publication in cooperation with the 

Poznań Ostrøv Reading Room in 2017. In her works she focuses mostly on  small communities, subcultures and intimacy. 

Founder of the first roller derby team in Poland.



Upcoming Events
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20.01 .  

23 .01 .  

25 .01 .  -  01 .02 .  

 

26.01 .  

 

31.01 .  -  03 .02 .  

February  

09 .02

14 .02 . ,  17 .03 . ,  18 .04 .

16 .02

16 .02 .  -  17 .02 .

23 .02 .

30 .03 .  -  31 .03 .

Hard  Breaking  Dol l s  vs  Prague  Ci ty  Rol le r  Derby  sc r immage

Shor t  Track  Rol le r  Derby  game by  White  Night  Furies  with  audience

Fresh  Tofus  in take  by  Tal l inn  Rol ler  Gir l s  tha t  wi l l  beg in  a  new min imum sk i l l s  

course  for  f resh ies  f rom the  4 th  of  February

Hard Breaking  Dol l s ,  P rague  Ci ty  Rol le r  Derby ,  Rol le r  Derby  Brno  Freakshow 

mixed  f reshmeat  sc r immage

European  Rol le r  Derby  Conference  -  EROC 2019 by  Bear  Ci ty  Rol ler  Derby

s ta r t  o f  f resh  meat  course  by  Tartu  Rol ler  Derby

Best  Wors t  Warsaw Tr ip leheader  by  Worst  Warsaw Derby League

open  t ra in ings  wi th  Hard Breaking  Dol l s

second  game White  Night  Furies  with  Riverda le  Rol le rs  a t  F inn ish  Nat iona ls

CiB Meet ing  in  Katowice  -  CiB Poland & CiB Czech Republ ik  cooperat ion

Rol le r  derby  Lec ture  and  a f te rpar ty  wi th  3Ci ty  Piranhas  Rol ler  Derby 

White  Night  Furies  vs  Poison  Ki t tens  -  Rol le r  Derby  Pa le rmo  -  tournament  in  

Pa le rmo

In the next Issue
Best  Wors t  Warsaw Tr ip leheader  photorepor t

Al l  about  he lmets  -  Ska tes  in  the  Ci ty  & Jus t  DIY

Penal ty  box

People  beh ind  the  t rack

Worth Checking
Tal l in  Rol ler  Gir l s  derby k lubi  se t  up  a  merch  shop  tha t  sh ips  wor ldwide .  There  i s  Ta l l in  Rol le r  Gi r l s  

appare l  and  a  few des igns  to  spread  the  love  of  derby  and  ska t ing  and  of  course  every  cen t  goes  toward  

he lp ing  grow the i r  l eague .  Al l  de ta i l s  you  wi l l  f ind  on  the i r  facebookpage .




